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We create the routes.
50,000 miles of curated bicycle routes for nearly five decades, riding on whether small or large, can be transformative. To live a life of discovery, you must get out there. You can ride nearly 50,000 miles of curated bicycle routes to choose from, you can go!

As a nonprofit organization, we believe that adventure, and connects people to travel by bicycle.

Our maps identify bicycle-friendly roads, campgrounds, and connects people to travel by bicycle. Our iconic routes are well researched by a team of professional cartographers, and won’t find elsewhere. Plus, our digital route tool is a great paper map?

Experience the Joy of Riding on Great Routes

For nearly five decades, cartographers at Adventure Cycling have mapped more than 50,000 miles of curated bicycle routes, creating the Adventure Cycling Route Network. We create the routes. You get to ride them!

Adventure Cycling inspires, empowers, and connects people to travel by bicycle.

As a nonprofit organization, we believe that adventure, whether small or large, can be transformative. To live a life of discovery, you must get out there. We want to help you find the places you can go!

Discover the places you can go!

With 50,000 miles of routes to choose from, you can travel across the country or jump on a route from your backyard. Since mapping our first route in 1971, the TransAmerica Bicycle Trail, the Adventure Cycling Route Network has blossomed to include the most scenic and historically significant bicycling routes in North America.

READY TO RIDE
Our iconic routes are well researched by a team of cartographers and well traveled by thousands of cyclists.

Blueprint for Discovery
From historical places to natural wonders, we’ve got a route that will expand your horizons.

Anticipates Your Needs
Our maps identify bicycle-friendly roads, campgrounds, shops, and key services along our routes.

Always Up To Date
Route information can change quickly. With the help of riders like you, we receive updates on roads, services, camping, and more that we verify and post online to our Map Updates so you can travel with confidence.

GREAT DIVIDE MOUNTAIN BIKE ROUTE
Our Premier Off-Pavement Cycling Route
Conquering the Continental Divide is southern Canada and the U.S., or both roads, and our mountain passes, this route defined the world “ Rockies.” Its terrains provides you with spectacular terrain and scenery. You can tackle the entire route in one summer or pick a section that will delight your senses and give you an experience with nature like you’ve never had before.

What makes our paper maps special? Creatively experienced

Dedicated to providing professional catalogers and

Who doesn’t love a good paper map?
Bound by the joy of bicycle travel, you can be a part of a community of 54,000 cyclists creating a better world for bicycle touring. Your membership contributes to the creation of new routes, improved cycling conditions, and an increase in valuable resources for cyclists like you.

**Member Benefits**
- Up to 30% off maps
- 6 issues a year of our award-winning magazine
- Free shipping on orders over $100 and 10% off your first order
- Exclusive gear and travel discounts with our corporate partners
- Resources for planning and riding your best bicycle adventure

Join us today!

Our Programs

We work hard to gather stories that inspire, build great routes, produce resources that empower, advocate for safer cycling conditions, and provide ways for novices and experts alike to engage with this vibrant community both on and off the road.

**Advocacy**
Using the power of our collective voice, our advocacy programs focus on three main pursuits:
- **Safety**: Identifies opportunities to address problematic areas along bike touring routes and advocates for policies that safely accommodate cyclists.
- **Access**: Partners with Amtrak to expand bike services to more routes and stations across the country.
- **Routes**: Works with local and state officials to build the largest official cycling route network in the world.

**Guided Tours**
On an Adventure Cycling Guided Tour, you have a choice of support levels to make your adventure memorable. Our tours highlight the best of the U.S. and Canada in a way that can only be experienced by bicycle travel, and our depth of experience (40 years!) means we can provide a unique experience for riders of all abilities. With paved and gravel roads, singletrack, and an expanding number of tours with access to bike trails, you’ll find the tour that is right for you.

**Bike Overnights & Events**
Bike Overnights programming supports adventure cyclists from marginalized backgrounds and works to create equity in bike travel. We want to ensure our mission of connecting, inspiring, and empowering is inclusive and accessible. We provide material support to BIPOC, IBPQA+, TWIG adventure cyclists who need help beginning their bike travel journeys, share short routes at no cost, and engage the bike travel community through accessible and inclusive events.

**Gear up for your mission. Support ours.**

From our maps to our merch to our gear, we only sell what we believe in. That’s why we road test every item in our store and know its features inside and out. We’re here to help you get the right goods, while your support helps us create better bicycle adventures for all.

www.adventurecycling.org/store

**MEMBER BENEFITS**

Up to 30% off maps
- 6 issues a year of our award-winning magazine
- Free shipping on orders over $100 and 10% off your first order
- Exclusive gear and travel discounts with our corporate partners
- Resources for planning and riding your best bicycle adventure

Join the Adventure Cycling Association today and enjoy these Member Benefits.

GREG MAINO
STEVEN ORIE
MICHELLE TROTTER

scan the QR code or visit www.adventurecycling.org/join
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